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Why choose Blu-ray TO HDD?

Converts Blu-ray to mkv. file
Converts Blu-ray to ts. file
Supports the conversion of latest Blu-ray movies
Removes copy protections like AACS, BD+ with a third-party Blu-Ray/HD DVD Copy
Helper
Rips with high definition and highest rate.
Fast converting speed
Free technical support

Blu-ray TO HDD is powerful Blu-ray ripping software with the ability to convert Blu-ray movies
to mkv or ts files. Now you can enjoy any Blu-ray movie on PC with software player (like
KMplayer, Mplayer and PowerDVD), or on TV with a HDD player (MVIX, TVIX). The built-in
engine will ensure a perfect conversion of almost any popular Blu-ray movie. Its fast
converting speed and user-friendly interface will make the converting process easy and fun.

Key  Features

Converts Blu-ray to mkv. file

Converts Blu-ray to ts. file

Supports the conversion of latest Blu-ray movies

Removes copy protections like AACS, BD+ with a third-party Blu-Ray/HD DVD Copy
Helper

Rips with high definition and highest rate.

Removes region code

Opens Blu-ray files from hard disk drive

Movie-only copy

Chapter(s) converting
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Selects your desired audio track

Selects your desired subtitle ( for .ts files only)

Playback of the converted movie with your HD Hard Disk Player

Playback of the converted movie on PC with PowerDVD or other Blu-ray software
player

Shut down system when the conversion is complete

Fast converting speed

Free technical support

System Requirements

Pentium-II 450 MHz or faster processor

256 MB of RAM

Windows 7,Vista, XP, 2000

NTFS partition

A Blu-Ray disk drive

50GB or more free disc space
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